THE CIRCUS!

Traditionally where a circus performs
Number of rings in a traditional circus
Person who goes into the lions cage
Famous cartoon elephant
Often kids can ride one of these humped beasts
How circuses used to travel
Sleight of hand
Clowns make everyone do this
Send in the __
He started "The Greatest Show on Earth," PT __
Caramel coated __
These animals gallop as people perform on them
Dogs, horses, & elephants perform amazing __
Nostalgic name for a circus tent
The man on the flying trapeze shows this trait
This animal often hangs out by a organ grinder
Elephants love them, shell and all
Get these before they sell out
Not just a movie snack
Big, peanut eating pachyderm
These people go flying through the air
Kids love to get these; just don't let them go
Type of whistling pipe organ
A fun, dizzying ride
The secondary attractions
You must have good balance to be a __ walker
The man in charge of it all
Sticky spun sugary treat
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